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7,	" Like as a falcon or an tuglo tiring after wide circuits
in the windy spaces ol heaven loldoth his winj*,s and tlroppeth
to quiet cover, so urgeth the spirit toward that stair whose repose
no desire troubleth nor delusion en tend It,
" That is its true being, front yrarnhif'H, front evil, and from
fear delivered. Like nit to a man in ihe embrace of a beloved
wife, unaware of things without or things within, is the spirit
that is embraced by the all-discerning1 Mc-lf," (H rah man),'
" This one second is an ocean, free from duality ; this, 0
King 1 is the world of .Brahman. Thus Yajnavalkya taught
him. This is his highest goal, this his dearest success, this his
greatest world and this his supreme rupture," *
8,	" What is agile, Hying and yet standing still,
Wliat breatheth yet draweth no breath, what closHh the
eyes,
What bcaroth the wholo manifold Karth,
And bringeth all together in unity." 8
These quotations show, that Brahman is the recon-
ciliation and dissolution of the opposites- hence standing
beyond them as an irrational factor,4 It is a divine
essence as well as the Self (in a lesser degree, of course,
than the analogous Atman-concept); it is also a definite
psychological state, characterised by detachment from
emotional fluctuations. Since suffering h an affect, the
release from affects means deliverance* Release from
the fluctuations of affects, which means from the tension
of opposites, is synonymous with the way of redemption
that gradually leads to the state of Brahman. In a certain
sense, therefore, Brahman is not only a state, but also a
process, a Mur<£e cicatrice ". It is, therefore, not surprising
that the symbolical expression of this Brahman concept
in the Upanishads makes use of all those symbols which
I have termed libido symbols5. The following are a few
appropriate examples:
This describes the resolution of the subject-object antithesis*
Brihad&ranyaha-Upanishad, 4, 3,
Atharuavcda, 10, 8, n,   (Deu&seu)
Hence Brahman is quite beyond kaowledge and comprehension,
Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious.

